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I provide mental health, relationship, and sex therapy by secure video to people in a number of states (see specific states in the Expectations section). If you have questions about how to choose a counselor who feels right for you, and whether I might be that person, please Email Me so we can briefly discuss whether we might be a good fit. 

More information about my Professional Background
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General Information
	Social Media Policy

	Electronic Communication Policy

	HIPAA Privacy Officer Information

	Non Discrimination Policy

	My DEI Commitment

	Complaint Policy and Procedure

	Community Resources



	
Frequently Asked Questions

	What is Counseling?


	What is Telehealth?


	Do you provide Counseling to People in my State?

	What can I expect from my Counselor?


	What is expected of me?


	What happens during the first appointment?

	What will it cost?












What is Counseling?


Counseling is a partnership in healing formed in the professional relationship between a counselor and a person, couple, or family to create positive change in a safe, comfortable environment.  Interested in exploring how to live a more satisfying life? We can work together to open up more freedom and possibility, even when things are difficult. Life can feel like a dimly lit hallway with only one door at the end. Therapy is about turning on the lights together so that more doors come into view.  It is our personal philosophy that the same challenges that bring one into therapy can also provide powerful opportunities to create change in one's life. Through the skills that therapy offers, future challenges are more easily addressed and personal goals are more readily met.  
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What can I Expect from You as my Counselor?


As your counselor, you can expect that I will work with you every step of the way from developing goals to deciding together when the work has been completed. I will provide a comfortable, respectful, safe environment. I will respect your privacy by maintaining your confidentiality within the legal limitations that we will go over during your first appointment. You may take a look at the forms at the bottom of this page for instances when I am mandated to break that confidentiality. I believe encouragement and compassionate empathy should always be part of the counseling process. In addition, I will answer any questions or concerns you have at all stages of the counseling process. Finally, the counseling relationship is a professional relationship, which means that unlike other relationships I will not socialize with you and your family or discuss your private concerns with others.  Finally if you are seeking counseling for your adolescent or child, I will make efforts to include you in family therapy sessions at various times to encourage your child's sharing with you insights that they have gained from counseling as appropriate.



If you ever leave a session mad at me as your counselor or upset about your counseling experience, please remember that I consider a gift for you to come back or contact me about your concern. This gives me the option to repair or make it right if I have insulted you in any way. If you are unsatisfied with this process, please see the My Complaint Procedures.
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What Is Expected of Me?

As a counselor, I expect my clients to be committed to counseling and work toward their own best interest. As we work together, I want you to be comfortable in telling me what is working, what is not working, and continuously challenge themselves to make the changes and growth they desire. I welcome this feedback as it has been incredibly helpful in making me a more effective helper! I expect you to arrive on time and to be sober during the counseling session. I also request that you give me 24 hours advanced notice if you will be unable to attend your counseling appointment. I will try to make accommodations for a different time if this is possible. Finally for parents who bring their children for counseling, I request that you do not ask your child about what they talked about during their counseling session. This can make them feel uncomfortable with continuing to share difficult thoughts and feelings in sessions with me. 
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Your First Appointment

Your first session is typically an intake appointment that takes 60 minutes and includes us getting acquainted and reviewing what you would like to work on in therapy. The goal of the intake is to inform you of your rights as a client and get all the necessary history and information to together create a strategy for healing. After the intake, we will agree on a standard appointment time that usually occurs on a weekly basis. These appointments typically last 55 minutes; however longer "marathon" appointment may also be available for relationship therapy clients. Because each therapist has a unique style and philosophy of treatment, it may be helpful to discuss this prior to starting counseling with me. 



The intake paperwork is available for you to fill out electronically. Please see the forms tab for more information. Please complete these forms at least 24 hours before our intake so I can confirm your insurance before we meet.
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Information about telehealth counseling

In order to better accomodate the needs of the diverse clients I get to serve, all of my sessions are held by secure video that can be delivered to your computer, smart phone, or tablet that has a stable internet connection. This video counseling is often called telehealth or telecounseling. In order for this type of session to work you must have a computer with a screen, microphone, camera, high speed internet, and speakers. Many computer, tablets, or cellphones have these standard features already. The software used is HIPAA compliant and secures the connection between our computers to ensure your privacy. Counseling is conducted through either a program called VSEE Messenger or the website Doxy. You can click on the vsee link to goto their website where you put in your email and sign up for a free account. After you have signed up, please download their program, which we will use for distance sessions. This program provides a secure video and text messaging connecting for conducting sessions while ensuring your privacy. 



Please note that while some insurance companies do not currently reimburse for counseling services provided remotely, many have continued their coverage of telehealth since the COVID pandemic. If you have questions about your insurance companies coverage, please reach out to your individual plan. Finally, counseling services are not available in states where I do not hold a license (New Mexico, Oregon, and Washington) or where I am permitted to practice via the counseling compact. For more information about telehealth, please see the forms tab for more information



Do you provide Counseling to People in my State?
Through my licenses and registration, I am permitted to treat clients in Florida, New Mexico, Oregon and Washington.

Starting in mid-2024, because of the counseling compact, I will be able to apply for privilege to treat clients in these states:
	
	 Alabama

	 Arkansas

	 Colorado

	 Conneticut

	 Delaware

	 Florida

	 Georgia

	 Indiana

	 Iowa

	 Kansas

	 Kentucky

	 Louisiana

	 Maine

	 Maryland

	 Missouri

	 Montana

	 Mississippi

	 Nebraska



	
	 New Hampshire

	 North Carolina

	 North Dakota

	 Ohio

	 Oklahoma

	 Rhode Island PENDING

	 South Carolina PENDING 

	 Tennessee

	 Utah

	 Virginia

	 Vermont

	 Washington DC PENDING

	 West Virginia

	 Wisconsin PENDING

	 Wyoming







For clients in counseling compact states, please note that after requesting to start services, I will have to wait for privilege to be granted by the client's state of residency before I can begin working with them.
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Information about Social Media Policy

Please feel free to download the Notice of Privacy Practices, which includes policies and procedures in the informed consent section at the bottom of the document. My social media policy is currently:



I protect your privacy by Protecting your confidentiality on any social media websites by actively avoiding any contact on these sites or apps. When that is not possible, I will not respond to any communications on such sites or apps. This is due to any communication via social media representing a potential violation of your confidentiality. If you choose associate yourself (like, follow) with my social media websites, please be aware that you will loose a degree of confidentiality. Any personal sites are strictly private and hidden to the degree possible. If you find me on public social media or apps, I request that you do not connect with me on that medium in any manner including swiping left and avoiding contact. 

If you have any questions about potential confidentiality concerns or connecting on social media, please contact me directly by telephone before connecting with me through these electronic mediums. 
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Electronic Communication Policy

Please also remember the electronic communications policy that is also in the notice of privacy practices:


Email, text messaging, and other electronic communications are not secure mediums and therefore, confidentiality cannot be assured. Please use discretion when sending information that is sensitive in nature. Out of session electronic communications may only to be used for appointment scheduling. Text and Email conversations other than for scheduling appointments may compromise your confidentiality and should be avoided. If you are in a crisis, please call me rather than text or email me. When electronic messages are sensitive in nature, I request that you telephone me so that I may verify your identity rather than text message this content. Otherwise I may be unable to respond to your message. I will not respond to your message except during posted business hours and when I am not in session. You may also choose to receive counseling via telehealth (via the application vsee) or in office; however not all insurance companies reimburse for telehealth. 
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Non Discrimination Policy

Liberated Counseling is an equal-opportunity provider. Liberated Counseling prohibits discrimination and harassment based on kink, relationship configurations (e.g. polyamory, swinging, open, etc.), race, ethnicity, creed, religion, sex, national origin, citizenship, marital status, age, disability, sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression, veteran status, or any other status protected by applicable law to the extent prohibited by law. Liberated Counseling provides an atmosphere of respect, dignity, acceptance and safety for all clients. Furthermore, no client will be discriminated against based on referral source.  Liberated Counseling is open to clients from a number of referral sources including, but not limited to, self-referrals, juvenile probation referrals, child protective services referrals, referrals from primary care physicians, and both public and private health insurance based referrals.  






My Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) Committment

As an advocate for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion, I am committed to fostering a culture of belonging, respect, and acceptance. I recognize the inherent value in the unique perspectives, experiences, and identities that each individual brings to the table. I am dedicated to actively listening, learning, and unlearning biases, striving to create an environment where everyone feels empowered to express themselves authentically. I pledge to challenge systemic inequalities and advocate for fairness and justice in all aspects of life. Through empathy, open-mindedness, and continuous self-reflection, I aim to contribute to a world where everyone has equal opportunities to thrive and succeed, regardless of their background or identity.
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Complaint Policy and Procedure

If you are unsatisfied with the services you have received at Liberated Counseling, I welcome you to inform me in person. I consider it a gift if you bring up your concerns so I can make amends if need be. However you may also address a written compliant to: PO BOX 3258 Oregon City, OR 97045





HIPAA Privacy Officer Information

If you have any concerns about privacy, please feel free to contact the Liberated Counseling designated HIPAA Privacy Officer, Stephen Ratcliff in person or via the following: Telephone (505) 504-5449; Email; Mailing Address: PO BOX 3258 Oregon City, OR 97045; or in person at your next appointment.






				

						
							
								Therapy Forms
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Individual Therapy Intake Forms



	Individual Therapy Intake:  This is an intake packet for people interested in individual counseling who will be using insurance. This packet of forms can also be downloaded as well.

	Individual Therapy Intake (Self Pay): This is an intake packet for people interested in individual counseling who will NOT be using insurance. This packet of forms can also be downloaded as well.

	Individual Therapy Intake (Sliding Scale): This is an intake packet for people interested in individual counseling who have an agreed upon sliding scale. This packet of forms can also be downloaded as well.

	Individual Therapy Intake when the client is a minor: This is an intake packet for people interested in individual counseling where the client is younger than age 18 years old. This packet of forms can also be downloaded as well.




Relationship / Couples Therapy Intake Forms

	Relationship Therapy Intake: This intake packet is for relationship therapy. This packet of forms can also be downloaded as well.

	Relationship Questionnaire: I ask each individual coming in for relationship therapy to complete this form on their own so I can get a general picture of their healthcare. This form can also be downloaded as well.





General Forms

	

	Surprise Billing Protection Form: In compliance with CMS guidelines, this form goes over surprise billing protections.

	Example Good Faith Estimate Form: In compliance with recent laws, this form provides an example of a good faith estimate form. 

	Notice of Privacy Practices & Informed Consent: This is a form that covers your privacy rights, informed consent, and policies.

	Professional Disclosure Statement: This is a form that goes over mandated professional disclosures for Oregon clients.

	Release of Information: This form is used if you want me to have contact with somebody else regarding your services.

	Release of Information (W/ Progress Notes): This form is used if you want me to have contact with somebody else regarding your services. This form is only used when you want progress or psychotherapy notes to be disclosed

	





Safety and Coping Information

	

	Technology Safety Recommendations: In the era of technological breaches, these data security recommendations can be helpful to protect your privacy online.

	Coping During COVID 19: Based upon a training I attended recently, I have put together some suggestions for coping during the COVID 19 pandemic.
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Please choose from the categories below for the type of community resources that you are current seeking. Please feel free to Email me or call me at (505) 504-5449 if you have any questions or concerns.

	Addiction / Substance Use Resources

	Problematic Gambling and other Compulsive Behavior Resources

	Grief and Loss Resources

	Kink, BDSM, Polyamory, and other Consensual Non-Monogamy Resources

	LGBTQ+ Resources

	Suicide / Self Harm Crisis Resources




	Frequently Asked Questions about Therapy






Addiction / Substance Use Resources

Because we all need help and support from others to support and sustain change, I also encourage individuals and families to participate with self-help groups or to educate themselves through online resources and self-help resources. Some of the support groups available in Albuquerque include the following: 


12 Step Based Support Groups
	Alcoholics Anonymous

	Cocaine Anonymous

	Codependents Anonymous

	Debtors Anonymous 

	Gamblers Anonymous - May also be reached at (505) 260-7272 

	Methamphetamine Anonymous

	Narcotics Anonymous

	Overeaters Anonymous

	Spenders Anonymous




Secular Support Groups
	Life Ring Secular Recovery Support Groups

	Rational Recovery


	Smart Recovery Support Groups - They have support groups in Albuquerque!

	Secular Organizations for Sobriety Support Groups and Resources




General Addiction Resources
	SAMHSA - Government organization with lots of research, self-help resources, and clinical resources




Resources for Problematic Gambling
	Sandia Resort and Casino’s Responsible Gaming Program - May also be reached at (505) 798-7415

	New Mexico Council on Problem Gambling - They have a 24 hour hotline at 1-800-572-1142

	Gamblers Anonymous - May also be reached at (505) 260-7272




Resources for families
	Al-Anon

	Adult Children of Alcoholic





Grief and Loss Resources

	Children’s Grief Center - May also be reached at (505) 323-0478






Kink, Polyamory, and other Consensual Non-Monogamy Resources

	American Association of Sexuality Educators, Counselors, and Therapists

	National Coalition for Sexual Freedom: Kink Aware Professionals

	Opening Up list of Providers

	Polyfriendly Professionals





LGBTQ+ Resources

Listed below are a variety of LGBTQ resources in the Albuquerque area and Nationally. A part of getting help often involves connecting to affirming and supportive community and national resources, which can help us feel less isolated or alone. 



National Resources
	GLMA - Group of health professionals advancing LGBTQ equality

	Human Rights Campaign

	Human Rights Campaign Transgender Resources

	Intersex Society of North America

	It gets better project / campaign

	Lambda Legal - A nonprofit seeking to support LGBTQ civil rights.

	National Center for Transgender Equality

	National Gay and Lesbian Task Force

	The North American Aboriginal Two Spirit

	Pride Institute - Seeking to help LGBTQ people with substance abuse, sexual health, and mental health treatment resources.

	The Trevor Project

	Transgender Law Center

	World Professional Association for Transgender Health




Suicide / Self Harm Crisis Resources


Many of us feel such a severe pain that some times it feels like there is no way out. Suicidal ideation has been described as feeling like you are trapped in a burning building and the only exit you can find is suicide. Self harm often includes a desperation to escape or soothe underlying emotional torment. Utilizing crisis resources is one of many ways to keep us living while we find in treatment the alternative paths to suicide or self harm that help ameliorate our pain and anguish.    


	Agora Crisis Center - Also can call 505-277-3013 or 855-505-4505.

	Crisis Text Line - A text message based crisis support service 24/7. You may text “HOME” to 741741 to engage this service or visit their website here.

	LGBT National Help Center - Can call the hotline (adult) 1-888-843-4564 or (youth) 1-800-246-7743.

	National Suicide Prevention Lifeline / Crisis Chat Services - Can also call 1-800-273-8255 or chat with them on their website by clicking the link to the left here.

	Trevor Project - Also can chat with them via the website, call them at 1-866-488-7386, or text “Trevor” to 1-202-304-1200 to begin text message crisis services with them.

	Veterans Crisis Line - Also can call 1-800-273-8255 and Press 1.
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								I provide a number of continuing education seminars at local venues such as conferences, agencies, and at different schools. 


Please feel free to call me at (505) 504-5449 or  Email me if you have questions.


 


	
Kink and Healing


APA Conference Presentation (Proposal Submitted, Response Pending)


August 2024


PENDING







						
							


								Academic Research
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I am interested in academic research in gender, sexual, and relationship diversity (GSRD) populations. Information on current and past research projects will be posted here as it emerges.


												Date	Description
	02.2024 - Present: Volunteer	I have begun volunteering with the qualitative analysis and eventual write up of a study that has completed data collection and is studying breeding kink.
	06.2023 - Present: Dissertation	I am conducting a scoping review with content analysis of academic studies discuss kink from the 1700s to present (study 1) and comparing this to a sample of 10 mass news media outlets discussion of kink over a two year period 1/1/2023 - 12/31/2024 (study 2) to track stigmatization in two major sources of institutional / structural stigmatization of kink populations.
	04.2022 - Present: Volunteer	I began volunteering with the Gilead funded HIV research conducted by TASHRA (The Alternative Sexual Health Research Alliance). This research is currently in the planning stage.
	01.2022 - Present: Research Scientist	I began volunteering with various research projects in January 2021 with TASHRA. In December 2021, I was appointed at a Research Scientist at TASHRA (The Alternative Sexual Health Research Alliance). Currently, we are planning a qualitative study examining power exchange relationships in the kink community.
	10.2010 - Present: Lead Research Associate	Since October of 2010, I have been participating with the International Kink Health Survey that is lead by TASHRA (The Alternative Sexual Health Research Alliance) researchers Dr. Sprott and Dr. Randall.  
	01.2007 - 09.2009: Masters Research	While attending my master's graduate program, I participated with a designing and piloting of an anger management curriculum for instruction in jails and prisons.

	09.2007 - 12.2007: Program Pilot Test	During my Master's program, I participated in an unpublished research project examining variables that effect cell phone use will driving. 
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All fees, copayments, and deductibles for counseling services are due at the time of the appointment. If you wish to bill your insurance company, this must be set up in advance of your counseling session. Any sliding scale arrangements must also be made in advance. 





	
New Mexico Insurance Accepted:
	BCBS Medicaid

	BCBS Commercial 

	Molina Commercial

	Molina Marketplace

	Molina Medicaid (PENDING)

	Medicaid 

	Medicare 

	Presbyterian Commercial

	Presbyterian Marketplace

	Presbyterian Medicaid

	Presbyterian Medicare Advantage (PENDING)

	Western Skies Commercial

	Western Skies Medicaid



	
Oregon Insurance Accepted:

	Care Oregon (PENDING)

	Medicare 

	Medicaid

	Moda (PENDING)

	Pacific Source Commercial

	Pacific Source Marketplace

	Providence Commercial

	Providence Marketplace







	
Other States

If you have a plan with one of the above insurances, I may be able to bill your plan. Please note that BCBS may not cover services for people with plans in California, Oregon, and Washington where this plan has other companies that operate it such as Regence. 


If you have questions about if your insurance will cover your services, please call them and verify that I am in network with your plan. 






Deductibles and Copays: 
Most insurance companies will pay for your counseling services. If your insurance company refuses to pay for counseling, then you will be responsible for paying for these services. Some insurance companies will require you to pay a copay or a deductible. A deductible is the amount you have to pay out-of-pocket for counseling before the insurance company will cover any of the costs. If you do have a deductible, you will be responsible for counseling costs until the deductible is met. A copay is a small amount of the total fee for counseling that your insurance company does not pay. Copay amounts vary based upon your insurance plan. All copays and deductibles are due at the time of service.


If you have any questions about your copays, deductibles, or if your insurance company will pay for counseling, please contact your insurance company prior to your first appointment. 



Good Faith Estimate of Services / Fees for Services:

Without prior arrangements for sliding scale or insurance coverage, the fees for services are noted below. Please note that some services such as telephone support, records preparation, and  cancellation / no show fees typically are not covered by your health insurance plan.



	Surprise Billing Protection Form


	Example Good Faith Estimate Form








											Price	Individual and Family Therapy
	$250	Intake Assessment
	$200	55 min. Individual / Family Counseling Session
	$200	55 min. After Office Hours Counseling
	$200	55 min. Extended Counseling Session
	$200	Crisis Counseling Session
		Individual therapy clients paying the full rate of $200 are offered a $25 discount for paying at the time of service.


Please also note that because I do not provide a diagnosis during couples therapy and there is no established American Medical Association code for billing for couples therapy, insurance cannot be billed or reimburse for these services.


												Price	Relationship Therapy
	$175	55 min. Relationship Therapy 
	$45	Relationship Assessment Fee (1x per couple)
	$475	1/2 Day Relationship Therapy (3 hrs) $50 Savings!
	$925	Full Day Relationship Therapy (6 hrs) $75 Savings!





												Price	Miscellaneous Items
	Inquire	Workshops and Seminars
	$500	per Hr. Legal / Court Involvement for a Client
	Inquire	Expert Testimony
	$100	per Hr. Professional Clinician Consult
	$25	per incident Late Cancellation / No Show Fee
	$50	per Check or Credit Card Charge Return Fee
	$25	per 15 min. Miscellaneous Services



									






Payment Forms Accepted:
	Check

	Credit Card

	HSA (Health Savings Account)

	FSA (Flexible Spending Account) 
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Please feel free to Email Me or call me (505) 504-5449 if you have any questions or concerns!



Hours of Operation


Monday - Thursday from 10 AM - 7 PM MST. 
All appointments are by prior arrangement only. 



I am an ALGBTQ+, Sexuality, Kink, Consensual Nonmonogamy, and Neurodiversity  Sensitive Provider!
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I acknowledge that I live on the colonized land seized from the Chinook & Cowlitz People


Liberated Counseling




Mailing Address: PO BOX 3258 Oregon City, OR 97045 









&copy2012-2024 by Stephen Ratcliff. All Rights Reserved.

Stock Photos courtesy of:
Stock Vault and Stock Xchng.
Design courtesy of: HTML5 UP.

Records Custodian: In case of my death, my client records will be managed by an appointed clinician.



					

			


		
			


		
			
			
			
			
			

	